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ization strategies to
simultaneously enhance the quantum yield,
lifetime, and water stability of room-temperature
phosphorescent materials†

Zenggang Lin,a Peng Zhang,ab Fuqiang Song,a Yuzhu Yang,a Xuan Miaoa

and Weisheng Liu *a

Room temperature phosphorescence (RTP) materials are increasingly recognized for their superior

luminescent properties, which are pivotal in applications such as anti-counterfeiting, information storage,

and optoelectronics. Despite this, the sensitivity of most RTP systems to humidity presents a significant

challenge in achieving durable RTP performance in aqueous environments. This study proposes

a strategy to enhance organic room-temperature phosphorescence through racemization. By

incorporating external racemates of various chiral phosphors—NDBD-Ph, NDBD-Ph-Ph, NDBD-CH3, and

NDBD-O-CH3—into a polyacrylonitrile (PAN) matrix, we significantly enhance the RTP properties

(quantum yield, lifetime, and afterglow-time) of the resultant films. This enhancement can be attributed

to the increased density of racemic molecules in the matrix and the increased spin–orbit coupling (SOC),

facilitating the development of a long-lasting polymer RTP system in water. Notably, the racemic rac-

NDBD-Ph@PAN film exhibits a persistent bright turquoise afterglow, even after immersion in water for

a month. Furthermore, for the first time, we achieved an enhanced green to cyan RTP response to pH

variations under both acidic and alkaline conditions (pH = 2–12), with the maximum phosphorescence

emission intensity increasing up to threefold. The remarkable water stability, reversible response

characteristics, and enhanced phosphorescence properties of this system offer promising potential for

dynamic information encryption in aqueous environments.
Introduction

Recent interest in long-lived RTP has revitalized research into
organic luminophores,1–3 leading to innovative applications in
next-generation optoelectronics,4 anti-counterfeiting,5,6

sensors,7 and information storage.8,9 These advancements
capitalize on the extended lifespan and spin multiplicity of
triplet excitons in organic molecules.10,11 Organic RTP, particu-
larly through the strategic incorporation of dopants, has seen
signicant progress in enhancing RTP capabilities. Despite
these advances, fully understanding the complex photophysics
of multiphase solid-state systems remains a formidable chal-
lenge.12,13 The transition from the lowest excited singlet state
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(S1) to the triplet state (T) and from the triplet excited state (T1)
to the ground state (S0) involves intersystem crossing (ISC),
a process inherently inhibited by spin restrictions. Moreover,
the excited states are susceptible to deactivation through non-
radiative vibrational modes and quenching by molecular
oxygen, further complicating the achievement of stable, long-
lived RTP in aqueous environments at room temperature.14–17

Notably, while the primary focus of doped RTP materials has
been on encryption and anti-counterfeiting, emerging applica-
tions in sensing highlight the unique benets of organic RTP
doping.18–20

Current literature offers limited insight into the relationship
between molecular solid forms and RTP properties. Research
indicates that the luminescence of organic molecules is highly
susceptible to variations in molecular orientation and packing
density. This underscores the importance of examining molec-
ular packing patterns to augment RTP, particularly for chiral
molecules with analogous structures and photophysical char-
acteristics.21,22 According to Wallach's rule, racemic single
crystals exhibit higher density compared to chiral molecules.23

This study aims to substantiate this hypothesis by embedding
luminescent molecules within a polymer matrix through
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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electrostatic attraction and additional intermolecular forces in
a racemic conguration of axial chiral molecules. The objective
is to determine if a denser racemic cross-stacking arrangement
can enhance RTP.

Polymer-based RTP materials exhibit advantages over crys-
talline counterparts in terms of ease of preparation, exibility,
and transparency.24–26 However, limitations exist, notably the
abbreviated lifespan of polymer RTP systems due to rapid and
signicant non-radiative decay of triplet excitons. RTP lms
employing polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) as a substrate demonstrate
heightened sensitivity to air and humidity. This sensitivity is
particularly pronounced due to the susceptibility of hydrogen or
ionic bonds between the phosphor and the polymer matrix to
decomposition in air or water, leading to phosphorescence
quenching. This underscores a notable drawback: such polymer
RTP materials are ill-suited for applications in aqueous envi-
ronments. Consequently, the development of long-lived RTP
materials stable in water is imperative for polymer systems.
Achieving room temperature phosphorescence materials with
extended lifespans necessitates long-life chromophores and
a rigid polymer microenvironment.27,28 Typically, in polymer-
based RTP materials, bright and durable emissions are
derived from discrete chromophores. Identifying monomeric
molecules with optimal RTP behavior is crucial for generating
ultra-long organic room-temperature phosphorescence
(UORTP).29 The chiral binaphthyl structure, characterized by an
alkyl chain linking two naphthalene rings in a nearly parallel
orientation, is notable. The torsional angle of the alkyl chain
results in incomplete spatial overlap and a deection angle
between the naphthalene rings. This conguration facilitates
a charge transfer channel through the intermediate naphtha-
lene ring stack structure, enabling resonance transfer between
the HOMO and LUMO electron clouds, rendering it an ideal
framework for superior organic long-persistence materials.30,31

In systems comprising electron-rich and electron-decient
molecules, the formation of strong electrostatic interactions is
facilitated by opposing electrostatic potential (ESP) regions.
Aromatic carbonyl and hydroxyl groups in organic molecules
enhance charge transfer, promoting ISC from singlet to triplet
states. The rigid environment within the polymer system
curtails molecular vibration and mitigates non-radiative deac-
tivation of triplet excitons, thereby augmenting phosphores-
cence efficacy.32–34

In this study, we aim to harness electrostatic interactions
with robust environmental resilience to develop long-lived RTP
materials that exhibit stable phosphorescence under various
conditions, including aqueous environments. Guided by this
design principle, we introduce a universal strategy for
enhancing photoluminescence in organophosphorus materials.
This strategy involves doping lms of racemic materials
featuring axial chiral characteristics (Fig. 1b). Polyacrylonitrile
(PAN) is selected as the polymer matrix due to its abundant
cyanide groups. These groups not only facilitate the generation
of triplet excitons during the ISC process but also form a rigid
polymer network via electrostatic interactions opposite to the
electrostatic potential of the binaphthyl derivatives. This
network effectively immobilizes chromophore molecules,
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
minimizing non-radiative decay and enabling UORTP under
environmental conditions. The amorphous chiral polymer lms
detailed herein are synthesized through a doping strategy
coupled with a constraint effect (Fig. 1a and b), demonstrating
a pronounced racemic RTP enhancement. The peak phospho-
rescence emission intensity surpasses that of the pure enan-
tiomer conguration by over twofold, with a phosphorescence
lifetime reaching 1357 ms. Due to its potent electrostatic
attraction, the racemate RTP system exhibits remarkable
stability under aqueous conditions. Moreover, this study
pioneers an enhanced in situ reversible pH-responsive organic
aerglow system, triggered by environmental pH shis altering
molecular stacking patterns, thereby facilitating its application
in pH sensing (Fig. 1c). This research offers a novel approach to
augment RTP emission and achieve highly stable RTP systems
capable of stimulus-responsive luminescence in aqueous
environments.

Results and discussion

To validate the proposed concepts, we synthesized a series of
axial chiral enantiomers: R-NDBD-Ph@PAN, S-NDBD-Ph@PAN,
and rac-NDBD-Ph@PAN, through the polymerization of PAN
with axial chiral binaphthyl derivatives NDBD-Ph via drop
casting (Fig. 2a). The doped thin lms were fabricated by
dispensing a homogeneous mixture of organic phosphor, PAN,
and dimethylformamide (DMF) onto quartz substrates followed
by annealing at 110 °C for 1 hour to eliminate DMF residues.
Thermal annealing further enhances the matrix rigidity and the
intermolecular interactions between the organic phosphor and
the substrate, thereby improving the RTP properties of the
lms. Notably, all doped lms exhibited a visible green aer-
glow under ambient conditions. Post UV irradiation removal,
a pronounced green super-long aerglow lasting 5–12 seconds
was observed in all samples (Fig. 2g). Remarkably, the racemic
doped lms exhibited superior luminous properties, with
phosphorescence intensity approximately 2.3 times greater than
that of the chiral enantiomer lms (Fig. 2c). The estimated
luminescence lifetimes, derived from tting the uorescence
and phosphorescence decay curves, span nanoseconds to
seconds for uorescence and phosphorescence, respectively
(Fig. 2e, f and Table S1†), attributed to the strong electrostatic
interactions between electron donors and acceptors, conrming
the persistent RTP characteristics. Among the systems, rac-
NDBD-Ph@PAN demonstrated the longest phosphorescence
lifetime (1357 ms@543 nm), likely owing to Wallach's rule.
Furthermore, upon switching the excitation source from
254 nm to 365 nm, the long-lived green emission persisted,
attributable to the axial molecular structure of the binaphthyl
derivatives. The transient emission spectra of the doped lms
revealed main emission bands between 350 and 475 nm, with
a shoulder peak at 290 nm, aligning with the blue uorescence
observed under UV light (Fig. 2b). Aer a 2 ms delay, rac-NDBD-
Ph@PAN showed a dual emission peak between 465 and
700 nm, indicative of RTP (Fig. 2c). Similarly, R-NDBD-Ph@PAN
and S-NDBD-Ph@PAN also exhibited dual RTP emission peaks,
with lifetimes of 1068 ms and 1159 ms at 543 nm, respectively.
Chem. Sci., 2024, 15, 8052–8061 | 8053



Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of the photoluminescence phenomenon of doped thin films. (a) Chemical structures of NDBD-Ph, NDBD-Ph-Ph,
NDBD-CH3, and NDBD-O-CH3. (b) Preparation process of doped films. (c) Luminescence images of doped films R-NDBD-Ph@PAN and rac-
NDBD-Ph@PAN after UV-254 nm irradiation at room temperature, in an aqueous environment and after pH sensing, respectively.
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The CIE coordinates of the phosphorescence spectra corre-
sponded closely with the observed aerglow colors (Fig. 2d).
These results demonstrate the successful achievement of long-
lived RTP by doping binaphthyl derivatives in the PAN matrix.
XRD analysis of the lms showed no signicant difference,
indicating their amorphous nature (Fig. S1, ESI†). We tenta-
tively hypothesize that the stronger RTP emission properties
produced by the racemate-doped lms are due to the tighter
molecular packing of rac-NDBD-Ph molecules in the PAN
matrix. SEM characterization of the lms revealed large clusters
in the rac-NDBD-Ph@PAN lms (Fig. S2, ESI†). In addition,
Fig. S3† shows the uorescence emission spectra and ultraviolet
visible absorption spectra of R-NDBD-Ph@PAN, S-NDBD-
Ph@PAN, and rac-NDBD-Ph@PAN in solution state, respec-
tively. We can see that when the three lms are in a solution
state, the uorescence emission and ultraviolet absorption of
rac-NDBD-Ph@PAN have some redshi compared to R-NDBD-
Ph@PAN and S-NDBD-Ph@PAN. This may be due to the more
compact arrangement of molecules in the lm of rac-NDBD-
Ph@PAN, which further proves our speculation.

We systematically explored the inuence of the monomer
molar ratio on the phosphorescence properties of polymers
(Fig. S4, ESI†). Polymer lms were synthesized with varying
molar feed ratios ranging from 0.1% to 5%. As the molar ratio of
rac-NDBD-Ph@PAN increased from 0.1% to 2.5%, the phos-
phorescence lifetime at 543 nm extended from 189 ms to 1357
ms. This trend suggests that both the rigidity of the polymer
network and the exciton quenching process were substantially
enhanced with an increase in PAN content. The integration of
8054 | Chem. Sci., 2024, 15, 8052–8061
numerous cyanide groups into the polymer matrix restricts
molecular motion through augmented intermolecular interac-
tions between the chromophore and polymer chains. Concur-
rently, the suppression of triplet exciton quenching was
observed, attributed to the broader dispersion of monomers
within the polymer membranes. Conversely, at a 5%molar feed
ratio of rac-NDBD-Ph@PAN, the lifetime of the resulting poly-
mer at 543 nm slightly decreased from 1357 ms to 1056 ms.
Furthermore, SEM images (Fig. S2c and d, ESI†) reveal that
a more uniform cluster formation occurs in the rac-NDBD-
Ph@PAN thin lm at a doping ratio of 2.5%. These ndings
underscore the critical role of the optimal monomer molar ratio
in maximizing the ultra-long phosphorescence lifetime of the
targeted polymer under environmental conditions.

To validate the RTP characteristics of the doped lms,
phosphorescence emission and excitation spectra of the rac-
NDBD-Ph@PAN lms were compared with those of pure PAN
lms (Fig. S5a, ESI†). The emission bands of the doped lms
distinctly differ from those of the pure PAN lm, indicating that
the doped lms' persistent RTP is not derived from the intrinsic
triplet emission of the PAN polymer matrix. Subsequently, the
phosphorescence emission spectra of the doped lms were
compared with those of the organic phosphor in both solution
and solid states to ascertain the source of the doped lms' RTP
properties. As illustrated in Fig. S5b,† the phosphorescence
emission bands of the doped rac-NDBD-Ph@PAN lm and the
organic phosphor in the solid state partially overlap. However,
a signicant overlap exists between the phosphorescence
emission band of rac-NDBD-Ph solid powder in solution and
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 2 Fundamental photophysical properties of doped films based on NDBD-Ph. (a) Chemical structures of polymer PAN and organic phosphor
NDBD-Ph. (b) Prompt and (c) delayed PL spectra of doped films (lEX = 300 nm, delay: 2 ms). (d) The CIE 1931 coordinates of doped films. (e)
Time-resolved fluorescence decay curves at 392 nm (lEX = 300 nm). (f) Time-resolved phosphorescent decay curves at 543 nm (lEX = 300 nm).
(g) Luminescence photographs of doped films under UV-254 nm irradiation and after removal of UV-254 nm irradiation with different duration
times. The concentration of rac/R/S-NDBD-Ph for rac/R/S-NDBD-Ph@PAN is 2.5 wt%.
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the doped lm's emission, suggesting that the doped lm's
persistent RTP can be attributed to the discrete molecular
phosphorescence of the organic phosphor. Moreover,
increasing the doping concentration from 0.5% to 5% did not
signicantly alter the UV absorption spectrum of rac-NDBD-
Ph@PAN, implying efficient dispersion of the phosphor rac-
NDBD-Ph within the PAN matrix (Fig. S6, ESI†). Hence, the
RTP properties of the rac-NDBD-Ph@PAN doping lm are
linked to the discrete molecular phosphorescence of the rac-
NDBD-Ph compound.

Next, we explored the phosphorescence enhancement effect
in racemic organic phosphors. Fig. S7† presents the phospho-
rescence emission spectra of rac-NDBD-Ph and R/S-NDBD-Ph in
their single crystal forms. Rac-NDBD-Ph exhibited the most
pronounced phosphorescence emission at 579 nm, accompa-
nied by a signicant shoulder peak between 535 and 560 nm,
whereas R/S-NDBD-Ph displayed a singular phosphorescence
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
emission peak in the range of 535–600 nm. The peak phos-
phorescence emission intensity of the racemates was sixfold
higher than that of the single crystals with absolute congura-
tions. Furthermore, the maximum RTP emission peak of rac-
NDBD-Ph showed a slight red shi compared to R/S-NDBD-
Ph, likely due to denser stacking and enhanced intra-
molecular interactions. Notably, chiral R-NDBD-Ph and S-
NDBD-Ph exhibited subtle differences in the spectral shape of
their circularly polarized luminescence (CPL) signals, as
demonstrated in Fig. S8,† with jgemj = 1.72 × 10−3, nearly
mirroring each other. Fig. S9† displays the UV absorption
spectra of rac-NDBD-Ph, R-NDBD-Ph, and S-NDBD-Ph in both
dichloromethane solution and single crystal states. The UV
absorption of the single crystal state shows a pronounced
redshi compared to that of the solution state, additionally, the
UV absorption of rac-NDBD-Ph in solution exhibited a slight
Chem. Sci., 2024, 15, 8052–8061 | 8055
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redshi compared to R/S-NDBD-Ph, possibly attributed to
closer molecular packing in the crystal structure.

Fig. 3 depicts the crystal structures of rac-NDBD-Ph and R-
NDBD-Ph, detailed in Table S3, ESI.† Both belong to the
monoclinic system yet reside in different space groups, P2_1n
for rac-NDBD-Ph and C2y for R-NDBD-Ph, respectively. While
rac-NDBD-Ph and its chiral enantiomers exhibit similar layered
stacking, their molecular arrangements diverge. In the rac-
NDBD-Ph's crystal, mirror-symmetric molecules R-NDBD-Ph
and S-NDBD-Ph are symmetrically positioned on opposite
sides at a 1 : 1 stoichiometric ratio. Conversely, in R-NDBD-Ph
crystals, identical chiral molecules pair up, forming rectan-
gular solids within pure enantiomer's unit cells, leading to
a layered structure akin to rac-NDBD-Ph (Fig. S10, ESI†). The
lling patterns of racemic and chiral analogues differ slightly,
signicantly inuencing molecular assembly within the crys-
tals. NDBD-Ph structures adopt layered congurations with
extensive intermolecular interactions, such as C–H/p, and
both intra- and intermolecular hydrogen bonds (indicated by
dotted lines in Fig. 3). This arrangement encourages the system
to achieve maximal order, culminating in crystal formation.35,36

In contrast, rac-NDBD-Ph's arrangement is denser, character-
ized by closer intramolecular (2.022 Å, 2.156 Å) and intermo-
lecular (1.887 Å) hydrogen bonds, alongside more C–H/p

interactions (3.644 Å, 3.342 Å) between R- and S-congurations.
The chiral R-NDBD-Ph, however, exhibits longer intramolecular
(2.093 Å, 2.325 Å, 2.141 Å) and intermolecular (1.937 Å)
hydrogen bonds and weaker C–H/p (2.882 Å) interactions. The
denser molecular packing is posited to favor phosphorescence
emission enhancement. Through analyzing the crystal struc-
tures of these samples, we deduce that C–H/p interactions
positively inuence phosphorescence intensity, while intra- and
intermolecular hydrogen bonds strongly mitigate the non-
radiative deactivation pathways of the triplet state, akin to
matrix stacking mechanisms.37

To elucidate the potential mechanism behind RTP emission,
polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) and polystyrene (PS) were
selected as matrices for comparative analysis due to their glass
Tg being similar to that of the PAN matrix.38 Intriguingly, the
doped lm rac-NDBD-Ph@PS exhibited orange phosphores-
cence under ambient conditions (Fig. S11a, ESI†), whereas rac-
Fig. 3 Structural information of NDBD-Ph in crystals. Intermolecular int
and (b) R-NDBD-Ph.

8056 | Chem. Sci., 2024, 15, 8052–8061
NDBD-Ph@PMMA displayed only faint cyan phosphorescence
under the same conditions (Fig. S11c, ESI†). Unlike PMMA or
PS, PAN not only possesses inherent rigidity but also exhibits
strong electron absorption capacity, attributed to its abundant
cyanide groups. This characteristic likely facilitates strong
electrostatic attraction interactions with organic phosphors.
Conversely, the phenyl groups in PS and organic phosphors
might engage in strong p–p stacking interactions. We hypoth-
esize that initiating RTP properties in organic phosphors within
doped thin lms requires not merely the matrix's curing effect
but also substantial interactions between the polymer matrix
and organic phosphors.

To test this hypothesis, we utilized density functional theory
to compare the SOC, energy levels, HOMO, LUMO, and ESP
distribution between rac-NDBD-Ph and R-NDBD-Ph. The
binding energy between these organic phosphors and the PAN
matrix qualitatively illustrates the electrostatic interactions
between the organic phosphors and the PAN matrix. Given the
similar electronic congurations and crystal structures of the
chiral molecules R-NDBD-Ph and S-NDBD-Ph, R-NDBD-Ph was
selected for calculations. NDBD-Ph, containing Br atoms and
other heavy atoms such as N and O, enhances SOC, which
slightly increases aer racemization (Fig. 4a). Fig. 4b illustrates
that the ESP distribution on the surface of the PAN matrix
encompasses both positive and negative charges. Additionally,
rac-NDBD-Ph and R-NDBD-Ph exhibit positive ESP values along
their backbones, facilitating strong electrostatic interactions
with the PAN matrix. The backbone of rac-NDBD-Ph shows
a higher positive charge, indicating stronger non-covalent
interactions between rac-NDBD-Ph and the PAN matrix. The
frequency analysis results for rac-NDBD-Ph@PAN and R-NDBD-
Ph@PAN showed no imaginary frequencies, indicating that
both sets of complexes are at the minimum point structure. The
strong electrostatic interactions between the organic phosphors
and the PAN matrix can also be clearly seen in the ESP surfaces
of the two sets of compounds (Fig. S13, ESI†). The binding of
rac-NDBD-Ph to the PAN matrix tends to be planar, resulting in
stronger non-covalent interactions in the complex rac-NDBD-
Ph@PAN. Notably, the optimal binding mode between the
PAN matrix and the organic phosphor is dened by the
combination energy (Fig. 4c); the results show that the cyano
eractions of a single molecule with adjacent ones of (a) rac-NDBD-Ph

© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 4 Mechanism of long-lived RTP of polymeric systems. (a) Calculated SOC constant, calculated energy diagram and SOC (x) of small
molecule rac-NDBD-Ph and R-NDBD-Ph. (b) Molecular structures and calculated ESP distribution of polymer PAN and two synthetic phosphors.
(c) Calculated combining energy between organic phosphor-doped PANmatrix films. (d) Illustration of RTP emission based on themechanism of
electrostatic interaction.
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group on the PAN backbone points to the planar backbone of
the organic phosphor, and the binding energies for rac-NDBD-
Ph@PAN and R-NDBD-Ph@PAN doped lms are −33.83 and
−29.78 kcal mol−1, respectively, with the larger values observed
when rac-NDBD-Ph is incorporated into the PAN matrix. This
suggests that stronger electrostatic interaction occurs between
rac-NDBD-Ph and the PAN matrix, leading to enhanced phos-
phorescence intensity and extended phosphorescence lifetime
compared to the other lms.

Based on these ndings, we propose a mechanism for ultra-
long RTP observed in amorphous polymers (Fig. 4d). Initially,
under UV lamp irradiation, the axial chiral units efficiently
generate excited states within the polymer via exciton coupling
of adjacent chromophores. Subsequently, the abundance of
cyanide groups within the polymer matrix facilitates the
formation of triplet excitons by bridging singlet and triplet
excited states. Concurrently, the polymer's rigid microenviron-
ment restricts molecular motion, stabilizing the triplet excitons
and enabling sustained organic phosphorescence under
ambient conditions. To further validate the universality of our
approach for achieving long-lived RTP at room temperature, we
also explored the incorporation of organic phosphors with
various terminal groups, including (R/S/rac)-NDBD-Ph-Ph, (R/S/
rac)-NDBD-CH3, and (R/S/rac)-NDBD-O-CH3, into PAN (Fig. S14,
ESI†) and PS matrices (Fig. S15, ESI†). As anticipated, the
introduction of axial chiral structures into the polymer matrix
resulted in polymers exhibiting prolonged phosphorescence
lifetimes. Notably, the introduction of external racemates
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
signicantly amplied the phosphorescence emission intensity
of the polymers.

Exploring the ultra-long phosphorescence emission of rac-
NDBD-Ph@PAN, we investigated the luminous properties of
these doped thin lms in water. Typically, the presence of
hydrophobic alkyl chains in polymers under high humidity
conditions reduces water diffusion rates, enhancing the poly-
mer's water resistance. As depicted in Fig. 5g, rac-NDBD-
Ph@PAN exposed to water for one month still exhibited
visible cyan RTP to the naked eye. Fig. S16† shows a slight
decrease in the UV absorption intensity of the lm aer water
immersion. To delve deeper into this unique luminous
behavior, we examined the photophysical properties of the thin
lms immersed in water over a month (Fig. 5a). Interestingly,
the overall intensity of the phosphor emission spectrum slightly
diminished from its initial state, while the ratio of the RTP
emission intensity (I514 nm/I543 nm) increased marginally. The
aerglow color of the rac-NDBD-Ph@PAN lm gradually shied
from green to cyan. Further investigating the water's impact on
phosphorescence properties, we assessed the phosphorescence
emission intensity of rac-NDBD-Ph@PAN thin lms under dry
and humid conditions over more than eight cycles (Fig. 5b).
Comparing the emission intensities in these two states revealed
minimal changes in maximum emission intensity, demon-
strating the rac-NDBD-Ph@PAN thin lms' remarkable stability
and their rare turquoise aerglow emission in water within
organic polymer systems. Surprisingly, control group lms
including rac-NDBD-Ph-PH@PAN, rac-NDBD-CH3@PAN, and
rac-NDBD-O-CH3@PAN also exhibited high luminous stability
Chem. Sci., 2024, 15, 8052–8061 | 8057



Fig. 5 Photophysical properties of the rac-NDBD-Ph@PAN film in an aqueous environment. (a) Record the phosphorescence spectrum at
regular intervals (lEX= 300 nm, delay: 2 ms). (b) Phosphorescence intensity evolution of the rac-NDBD-Ph@PAN film at 543 nm in two states (dry
and wet) for eight cycles (lEX = 300 nm). (c) Phosphorescence spectra of the rac-NDBD-Ph@PAN film at different pH values (lEX = 300 nm). (d)
Ratio of I514 nm/I543 nm phosphorescence intensity of the rac-NDBD-Ph@PAN film at different pH values (lEX = 300 nm). (e) Comparison of time-
resolved phosphorescence decay curves at 543 nm at pH 2 versus 514 nm at pH 12 (lEX = 300 nm). (f) Cycling experiments on the I514 nm/I543 nm

phosphorescence intensity ratio of rac-NDBD-Ph@PAN films at different pH values (lEX= 300 nm). (g) Photographs of afterglow after immersion
in water for different times and pH values in aqueous solutions.
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in water (Fig. S17, ESI†). Conversely, aer immersing the
absolute conguration lm (R/S)-NDBD-Ph@PAN in water for
30 minutes, only weak phosphorescence was emitted from the
lm's edge (Fig. S18, ESI†). This indicates that the stable, long-
lived RTP of these doped lms in water is not solely due to PAN
waterproof properties but also suggests that racemization
enhances the lm's water stability.

Given the high luminous stability of rac-NDBD-Ph@PAN
thin lms in water, we investigated their RTP response to
varying pH values. The delayed emission spectra revealed
a distinct relationship between the intensity of two RTP emis-
sion bands and pH levels. As illustrated in Fig. 5c, in an aqueous
solution at pH 6, the phosphorescence emission at 543 nm
gradually increased, while emission at 514 nm decreased. As
acidity heightened, the 514 nm RTP intensity further dimin-
ished, whereas the 543 nm RTP intensity rose, shiing the
luminous color from cyan to green (Fig. 5g, right), andmarkedly
enhancing the lm's overall emission performance (Fig. S19,
ESI†). Conversely, with increasing pH values, the 543 nm RTP
intensity decreased and the 514 nm intensity increased,
enabling acid–base–dependent continuous luminous color
8058 | Chem. Sci., 2024, 15, 8052–8061
transition from pH 2 to pH 12. The emission properties of the
lms were signicantly improved. Additionally, the ratio of RTP
emission intensity (I514 nm/I543 nm) assessed the repeatability of
the acid–base response (Fig. 5f). The rac-NDBD-Ph@PAN poly-
mer lms, subjected to cycles between pH 2 and pH 12 solu-
tions, demonstrated consistent phosphorescence color changes
with the acid-base response and reversible behavior over
multiple cycles. The I514 nm/I543 nm ratios remained stable across
identical pH levels (Fig. 5d). These results indicate that the
doped polymer lms possess robust reversible acid-base
response characteristics, regaining their initial emission
intensity and color aer immersion in deionized water. This
reproducibility is crucial for practical sensing applications.
Phosphorescence lifetime attenuation curves under alkaline
(pH 12) and acidic (pH 2) conditions showed a slower decay
trend (Fig. 5e), RTP lifetimes to 1054 ms (514 nm) and 1468 ms
(543 nm), respectively. This achievement marks a novel
enhancement of phosphorescence emission under acid–base
conditions, a rarity given molecular vibration and oxygen
sensitivity, facilitating continuous emission over extended
periods for the rst time.39,40
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 6 Application of long-lived RTP systems for multilevel information dynamic encryption. (a) Photomicrographs of luminescence based on
rac-NDBD-Ph films under 254 nm UV light irradiation with the UV light turned off, sprayed with water and dried for anti-counterfeiting appli-
cations. (b) Anti-counterfeit applications of pH test strips prepared from rac-NDBD-Ph films.
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In an attempt to elucidate the mechanism behind enhanced
pH phosphorescence sensing, we sought to obtain the single
crystal structures of the organic phosphor NDBD-Ph under
varying conditions. Despite efforts, single crystal structures
were successfully obtained only for the absolute conguration
compound R-NDBD-Ph under acidic and alkaline conditions,
denoted as R-NDBD-Ph-acid and R-NDBD-Ph-base, respectively.
As depicted in Fig. S20 and Table S4,† R-NDBD-Ph-base exhibits
a greater number and stronger intramolecular (2.032, 2.051,
2.061, 2.724 Å) and intermolecular (1.903 Å) hydrogen bonds
compared to R-NDBD-Ph. Moreover, the dihedral angles of R-
NDBD-Ph-acid and R-NDBD-Ph-base are 74.051° and 79.614°,
respectively, exceeding that of R-NDBD-Ph (72.812°). The
increased torsional angle, indicative of a larger non-coplanar
structure, likely facilitates enhanced spin–orbit coupling
(SOC), thereby promoting a more efficient ISC process. Density
functional theory was employed to compare the SOC, energy
levels, binding energy, and electrostatic potential (ESP) distri-
bution between R-NDBD-Ph-acid, R-NDBD-Ph-base, and R-
NDBD-Ph, along with their binding energy with the PAN
matrix. As shown in Fig. S21,† the SOC constant and positive
ESP values on the backbone of R-NDBD-Ph-acid and R-NDBD-
Ph-base are marginally higher than those of R-NDBD-Ph, sug-
gesting stronger non-covalent interactions between R-NDBD-
Ph-acid/R-NDBD-Ph-base and the PAN matrix. The calculated
binding energies are −31.17 kcal mol−1 and -33.21 kcal mol−1

for R-NDBD-Ph-acid and R-NDBD-Ph-base, respectively. This
indicates enhanced electrostatic interactions between R-NDBD-
Ph and the PAN matrix post acidic or alkaline treatment,
leading to increased phosphorescence intensity and extended
lifetime. These ndings also imply that variations in intra-
molecular stacking congurations can inuence the luminous
properties of the system.

RTP materials exhibiting stable, high-efficiency, and long-
lived phosphorescence emission are highly desirable for appli-
cations, with the simplicity of thin lm fabrication enhancing
their versatility. RTP systems that are large-scale, exible,
transparent, and easily fabricated are ideally suited for
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
information storage and sensing applications. Leveraging the
durable turquoise phosphorescence emission and pH-
responsive RTP characteristics of rac-NDBD-Ph@PAN in water,
we explored their potential in information security. Initially,
using a rac-NDBD-Ph-doped PAN solution as ink, we wrote
encrypted messages on commodities. Aer irradiation with UV-
254 nm under ambient conditions the “LZU” green phospho-
rescence was visibly sustained for an extended period (Fig. 6a);
spraying a small amount of water on the pattern shied the
encrypted information to a cyan aerglow, and subsequent heat
treatment of the encrypted message shows the initial green
aerglow. As shown in Fig. 6b, spraying an acidic or alkaline
solution on the encrypted message changes the luminescent
color from green to bright green or bright cyan. This multilevel
information storage and the reversible encryption-decryption
process underscore the potential for advanced anti-
counterfeiting applications. Furthermore, the development of
recyclable pH test papers underscores their signicant practical
utility.
Conclusion

In this study, we devised a novel approach to signicantly
enhance the long-life RTP of polymer systems by incorporating
racemates of chiral molecules NDBD-Ph, NDBD-Ph-Ph, NDBD-
CH3, and NDBD-O-CH3 into a PAN matrix. The RTP intensity of
the rac-NDBD-Ph@PAN thin lms markedly increased, with
a lifetime extending to 1357 ms, substantially surpassing that of
R-NDBD-Ph@PAN (1068 ms) and S-NDBD-Ph@PAN (1159 ms).
Further analysis, including single crystal X-ray diffraction and
theoretical calculations (covering the spin–orbit coupling
(SOC), energy levels, highest occupied molecular orbital
(HOMO) and lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO),
electrostatic potential (ESP) distribution, and binding energy
analysis of the doped thin lms), revealed that electrostatic
interactions between the PAN matrix and rac-NDBD-Ph, along
with tighter molecular packing, contribute to the improved RTP
longevity. This study also demonstrates that optimizing the
Chem. Sci., 2024, 15, 8052–8061 | 8059
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molecular stacking mode enhances the binding energy within
the polymer system. Remarkably, a series of racemate polymer
lms maintained stable turquoise phosphorescence even aer
a month of water immersion, indicating exceptional water
resistance and broadening the potential applications for race-
mically doped lms. For the rst time, we obtained polymer
thin lms rac-NDBD-Ph@PAN with superior pH-responsive
properties in water. The unique RTP characteristics, electro-
static interactions, and formation of dense stacking congura-
tions of racemates introduce an innovative strategy for
achieving high-performance polymer RTP systems through non-
covalent bond interactions, even in aqueous environments.
This research advances the development of durable RTP
systems in water, paving the way for sophisticated applications
in multi-level information dynamic encryption, display, and
sensing.
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